
Duke Cancer Institute Internal Grant Review Process 

Goals: 
1. To improve the quality of the science and the presentation of externally submitted

grants.
2. To mentor graduate students, post-doctoral associates, medical fellows and residents,

and junior faculty on grant review and grantsmanship.
3. To increase awareness of the work being done by other DCI investigators.

Overview: 

• Reviewer pool:
o All DCI-affiliated faculty and trainees are invited to participate as reviewers.

• Applicant Pool:
o DCI-affiliated trainees (graduate/medical students through junior faculty, prior to 

first R01 equivalent award).
• Internal Review Session:

o The internal review sessions (mock NIH-style study section) occur 3 times per 
year in April, September, and December.

o Each applicant will participate in a 1 hour meeting where 3 reviewers (1 primary, 
2 secondary) give a study-section style summary of the proposed work and 
identify strengths and weaknesses of the application using an NIH template.

o The meeting is moderated by the DCI Associate Director of CRTEC, Dr. Gerard 
Blobe, M.D., Ph.D.

o After discussion, the grant writer has the opportunity to ask questions, brainstorm 
ideas, and seek further feedback from the reviewers.

o Reviewers provide written comments using the NIH template which are given to 
the grant writer along with a recording of the review session.

• Process:
o Applicants complete an Intent to Submit (ITS) form approximately 2 months prior 

to the next review session.
o The ITS forms are reviewed by the CRTEC team and selected for review.
o Reviewer assignments are made by Dr. Blobe

 Our goal is to have 1 trainee reviewer and 2 faculty reviewers per grant
o For accepted applicants, “as complete as possible” grant drafts [including specific 

aims, research strategy, PI biosketch, and career development plan (if 
applicable)] are due approximately 3 weeks prior to the review session. These 
materials are collected by the CRTEC team and distributed to assigned 
reviewers.

o The reviewers complete the NIH-style review forms identifying the strengths and 
weaknesses in each review category, plus any specific suggestions on format, 
prior to the review session.
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